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Louis Philips: a brief biography

Louis Philips was born in 1933 in Brussels. He received a doctorate in economics at the Université Catholique de Louvain and a doctorate in law at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. After teaching for four years at Fribourg University (Switzerland), he returned to his alma mater from 1966 until 1989. He then joined the European University Institute in Florence (Italy) until 1997, when he retired from Academia. He now spends his time playing the piano and drawing.

During his 23 years at the Université Catholique de Louvain, Louis was first director of the Economic Analysis Unit (ANEC) and then a member of CORE (Center for Operations Research and Econometrics). Before Switzerland, he visited Nuffield College to work with P.S.W. Andrews on industrial pricing. Between Switzerland and Louvain, he visited the University of Chicago (Fall and Winter 1965) and Harvard University (Spring and Summer 1966) to work with Henk Houthakker on his econometric utility tree. He wanted to find out which empirical commodity groupings correspond to the theoretical concept (if any) of an ‘industry’.

Already in those early days, Louis’ research interests had clearly taken shape: use price theory to better understand observed business practices. It all goes back to his 1961 doctoral thesis *De l'intégration des marchés* that asked (and answered) the question: what will happen to the cartels (that were in operation in most European industries) once the Common Market authorities start reinforcing an anti-trust policy? Since there were no statistical industry data available for Europe, Louis volunteered to compute concentration ratios from the new industrial census. They form the bulk of his North-Holland monograph *Effects of Industrial Concentration: A Cross-Section Analysis for the Common Market* (1971).

His Ph D thesis had a yellow cover. It was followed by the green North-Holland cover. Having chosen blue for his elementary time series analysis (*Analyse chronologique*), the next cover couldn’t but be red. Louis used to
say: ‘Mao has his red book, why shouldn’t I have one too?’ *Applied Consumption Analysis* (1974, enlarged 1983) was the result. Its exercises made a full generation of doctoral students suffer and grumble, but at the end of the day they had learned how to bridge the gap between demand theory and econometrics.

After 10 years of applied econometric work, Louis felt relieved to return to his old love, industrial economics. His 1983 Cambridge University Press book *The Economics of Price Discrimination* was his answer to a remark (made by a so-called ‘pure’ theorist) that price discrimination is a market failure. Louis made the point that if price discrimination is a failure, then everything business men do is a failure too: price discrimination is indeed present everywhere, in pricing over the space and time domain as well as over the quality and income domain.

Being surrounded by world-famous theorists, Louis had to try his hand at applying some (elementary) game-theory to his favourite topics. Hence his *Economics of Imperfect Information* (1988) which got a policy flavour in *Competition Policy: A Game-Theoretic Perspective* (1995), both from Cambridge University Press.

The final bouquet was – at the request of Cambridge University Press – a selection of published articles which he found worth turning into required reading on *Applied Industrial Economics* (1998).

Louis was a visiting professor at the Universities of Montréal, Pennsylvania, Cornell, Leuven and Bielefeld. One of the founders of the European Economic Association, he was its Secretary until 1989 and its President for 1995. He is a member of the Academia Europaea and a fellow of the Econometric Society.